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. . . when I bought a ticket, walked in, and saw this marvelous curtain go up with the possibility of something happening behind it, and then nothing happening . . . the theater was a great disappointment to anybody interested in the arts. I can count on one hand the performances that struck me as being interesting in my life. They were Much Ado About Nothing, when I was in college; it was done by the Stratfordupon-Avon players. Nazimova in Ghosts by Ibsen, Laurette Taylor in Glass Menagerie. The Habima Theater's Oedipus Rex in 1950 or thereabouts [Pause] . I run out. 3 These theatre epiphanies are obviously responses to individual memorable performances rather than reasoned appraisals of dramaturgy or dramatic theory. It is the mimetic contract of most Western drama that seems to bother Cage. Even theater in the round, so seemingly innovative, irritates him: "[it] never seemed to me to be any real change from the proscenium, because it again focused people's attention and the only thing that changed was that some people were seeing one side of the thing and the other people the other side. . . . More pertinent to our daily experience is a theater in which we ourselves are in the round" (Conversing 103). to the play as a "lecture" or "fantasy." "Alphabet," he admits, is a misnomer since the names of his three protagonists -James Joyce, Marcel Duchamp, Erik Satie-as well as the play's minor characters generate the text's structure, not alphabetically, but as follows:
To outline the entire text by means of chance operations was not difficult. There were twenty-six different possibilities: the three ghosts alone, each in combination with one to four different beings, the ghosts in pairs with one to three different being, all three with one or two. I used the twenty-six letters of the alphabet and chance operations to locate facing pages of an unabridged dictionary upon which I found the nonsentient beings, which are the stage properties of the various scenes (I through XXXVII) that follow. For the sentient beings, the other actors, I also used the alphabet, but only rarely as a means of finding a person I didn't know in an encyclopaedia. Mostly the other actors are people with whose work I've also become involved, sometimes as deeply as with Joyce, Duchamp, and Satie. 5 This, like many of Cage's "factual" accounts of his modes of operation is more pataphysical than logical: one thinks of Duchamp's arithmetic in the Large Glass and Satie's Furniture Music. The fact is that there is no neat succession of ghosts alone, in combination with one to four others or in pairs, and the "nonsentient" beings -curtains, radio, Vichy water, gas, and so on-seem to be chosen quite arbitrarily, as are the cited individuals, who On the Wergo CD, Cage, acting the part of Joyce, reads these lines, with their elaborate punning, compounding, and phonemic play, to thrilling effect.
It is an excitement, we must recognize, that has less to do with Joyce impersonation as such than with the layering that occurs when one brilliantly 7 modulated and trained voice performs the words of a kindred artist, the combination producing "theatre" in the purest sense. But it is only in these passages that Cage's Joyce comes alive; for the most part, the narrator's account produces gently droll effects like the following: Individual place names and sound references cited in Finnegans Wake were chosen and recorded on multitrack tapes by a complex set of mathematical rules, and then superimposed on one another to create this Irish "circus."
The resulting soundscape is, as William Brooks has noted, "pastoral, unsullied, spacious." Technological and mechanical sources were few and there is no electronically processed sound. "It is a soundscape for Thoreau, for Joyce, for Charles Ives: unreal, dearly loved, joyfully affirmed, but illuminated by the certainty of loss, the recognition that this place cannot be, never was, before us." Note that here no two line-lengths are the same: they range from three letters ("hEr) to forty-seven: "she swore on croststYx nyne wyndabouts she's be." The "stanzas" are thus enormously variable, as is the design made by the punctuation, which Joyce has moved from its place in the text itself to the page that surrounds it. Note, for example, the inverted question Does he live in the same terror and confusion that we do? The air must move in as well as out-no sadness, just disaster. I remember the deadline they had: to put up a display, not in windows on a street but upstairs in a building for a company that 16 was involved in sales and promotion. Needing some printing done they gave me the job to do it. Struggling with pens and India ink, arriving at nothing but failure, I
gradually became hysterical. Johns rose to the occasion. Though he already had too much to do, he went to a store, found some mechanical device for facilitating lettering, used it successfully, did all the other necessary things connected with the work and in addition returned to me my personal dignity. Where had I put it?
Where did he find it? That his work is beautiful is only one of its aspects. It is, as it were, not interior to it that it is seductive. We catch ourselves looking in another direction for fear of becoming jealous, closing our eyes for fear our walls will seem to be empty. Skulduggery. (80) The first sentence above is Cage's own question. 
